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ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR
Petitioner, and Defendant below, Adam Parsons (hereinafter "Parsons" or "Petitioner
Parsons"), asserts that the Circuit Court of Marshall County, West Virginia (hereinafter "the
Circuit Court") erred in denying his motion for summary judgment as he is protected by
prosecutorial immunity from the claims brought in this matter. Petitioner Parsons was, at the
relevant times, acting at the behest and at the sole direction of Joseph E. Shaffer (hereinafter
"Shaffer") and Traci M. Cook (hereinafter "Cook"). Shaffer and Cook were, at the relevant times,
the Prosecuting Attorney for Harrison County, West Virginia, and the Assistant Prosecuting
Attorney for Harrison County, West Virginia, respectively. The claims brought against Petitioner
Parsons by Respondent, and Plaintiff below, Paul Harris (hereinafter "Harris"), all rise out of
Petitioner Parsons' actions taken as an arm of the Office of the Prosecuting Attorney of Harrison
County, West Virginia (hereinafter "the Prosecutor's office"). As such, he is protected from these
claims by the broad prosecutorial immunity recognized by both the United States Supreme Court
and this Court. Accordingly, the Circuit Court erred in refusing to grant summary judgment in
favor of Petitioner.

ST ATEMENT OF THE CASE
In 2013, co-Petitioners and Defendants, Shaffer and Cook were the Prosecuting Attorney
and Assistant Prosecuting Attorney, respectively, for Harrison County, West Virginia. Petitioner
Parsons adopts and incorporates the historical position of Shaffer and Cook that they were actively
involved in the prosecution of a felony case involving criminal defendant, Kevin B. Junkins
(hereinafter "Junkins"). At that time, the Respondent and Plaintiff below, Harris, represented
Junkins as his counsel, and Carl J. Wilson (hereinafter "Wilson") was identified as a material
witness for the State against Junkins. The record demonstrates that Harris was implicated with

unlawful activities involving the Junkins case and, specifically, contact with Wilson. App. 179
180, Motion for Summary Judgment.
As a result, on May 17, 2013, the Harrison County grand jury returned an indictment
charging Harris with: (1) Conspiracy to Conmlit Threats in Official and Political Matters; (2)
Conspiracy to Commit Intimidation of a Witness; (3) Obstructing a Law Enforcement Officer; and
(4) Conspiracy to 'Commit Obstructing a Law Enforcement Officer. Harris was subsequently
released on a $50,000.00 bond with an express condition of that he "shall have no contact, either
directly or indirectly" with Wilson or his family. App. 194-197 (Arraignment Order).
On November 12, 2013, Petitioner Parsons contacted Cook to advise her Harris now
wanted him to contact Wilson. Specifically, Parsons proffered to her that Harris paid him $5,000,
told him to buy two pre-paid cellular phones, and that a woman named Amanda Towns, a.k.a.
"Lola," would assist him. App. 206-213 (McCarty Affidavit). Parsons informed Cook that he was
concerned for Wilson's safety. Id.
Thereafter, a meeting was held between Parsons, Cook, and Det. Patrick McCarty
(hereinafter "McCarty"), lead investigator for the Harrison County Sheriffs office in the initial
investigation into Harris' activities which resulted in the May 17th indictment. Id.

Parsons

revealed that Harris had shown him pictures of Wilson and told him that Wilson was attending
classes at the West Virginia Junior College in Morgantown, West Virginia. Id. Harris had also
told Parsons that Wilson regularly went to a methadone clinic in MorgantoVo.'l1. Id. Further, Harris
had described arrangements for Amanda

TO\~ms

to rent an apartment in Morgantown where

Franklin D. Streets (hereinafter "Streets"), a private investigator hired by Harris, would plant
recording devices. Towns would then lure Wilson there and convince him to change testimony in
regards to the charges against Harris. Id. Finally, Parsons described that Harris told him that "if
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the plan did not work, they would move on to plan B, but did not advise Mr. Parsons of what plan
B included." Id.
As a result of this meeting, Det. McCarty provided a recording device to Parsons to record
conversations with Towns. Id. McCarty and Cook also obtained a search warrant, issued by the
Circuit Court of Ohio County West Virginia, to conduct electronic surveillance of Harris' law
office. This warrant was obtained based on McCarty's affidavit detailing the statements made to
him by Parsons. As a result of the warrant and on behalf of the McCarty and Cook, Parsons was
able to record conversations with Harris while in Harris' office. Id.
After making several recordings ofHarris demonstrating his intent to make contact Wilson,
the Harrison County Prosecutor's office moved the Circuit Court of Harrison County to revoke
Harris' bond for failure to comply with its terms. App. 201-204 (Motion to Revoke Bond). On
December 4, 2013, the State presented testimony at a bond revocation hearing from Towns,
Parsons, and McCarty. App. 329-331 (Cook Affidavit ~ 11). Harris presented no evidence. Id.
The parties then entered into an agreed order finding that Harris had violated the terms of his bond
and finding that the State "proved by competent evidence and by a clear preponderance of the
evidence that the defendant, Paul J. Harris, violated the terms and conditions of his bond by having
indirect contact with Carl "C.J." Allen Wilson, Jr." App. 223.
On February 1,2014, Carl Wilson died ofa drug overdose. As a result of Wilson's death,
the State moved to dismiss the charges against Harris which was granted on February 19,2014.
The same day, Respondent Harris filed this action against Parsons, alleging various causes of
action resulting from Hams' prosecution.' In his Complaint, Harris brought five Counts against
Parsons, alleging civil conspiracy, breach of contract, fraud, intentional misrepresentation,

I

The Complaint also identified Cook, Shaffer, McCarty, and the Estate of Carl Wilson, Jr., as defendants.
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violation of West Virginia Code § 62-1D-9(d) and the Tort of Outrage. App. 3 (CompI.

~~

41

149). According to Harris, "Defendant Cook, Defendant Shaffer, Defendant McCarty, and
Defendant Parsons conspired and agreed to deprive Mr. Harris of his constitutional rights under
the West Virginia Constitution." Jd.

~

85. Harris further alleges "Defendant Cook, Defendant

McCarty and others arranged for Mr. Parsons to secretly record Mr. Harris during which time Mr.
Harris repeatedly stated he wanted nothing illegal done." Jd.

~

86. The heart of Mr. Harris' claims

against Parsons originate from his allegation that all of the Defendants below "set upon a scheme
to trick Mr. Harris and cause him to needlessly expend funds." Jd.

~

92.

Petitioner Parsons moved the Circuit Court for summary judgment on the basis that he was
protected by the absolute immunity afforded to prosecutors while acting within the scope of their
prosecutorial duties. The Circuit Court denied the motion, finding that "the conduct of Defendant
Parsons was not that of a prosecutorial function." App. 425 (Order at p. 4). The Circuit Court stated
that this was because Parsons "was not an employee of the Harrison County Prosecutor's office
and had no formal agreement in place with them." Jd. Furthermore, the Circuit Court opined that
no immunity applied to Parsons because "the allegations against Defendant Parsons by Mr. Harris
are not that he was acting as an agent of any entity but rather was acting in his individual capacity."
Jd.

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT
The Circuit Court's decision to deny Petitioner's Motion for Summary Judgment is
incorrect because the Petitioner is protected by absolute prosecutorial immunity from claims such
as these. The Circuit Court's decision to subject Petitioner to trial is erroneous.
The United States Supreme Court has held that a prosecutor acting in furtherance of
prosecutorial functions is immune from civil liability for conduct in relation to said prosecutorial
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functions. The purpose of this absolute immunity is to curb the concern that harassment by
unfounded litigation would cause a deflection of a prosecutor's energies from his public service.
West Virginia common law also provides immunity to prosecutors by providing such immunity
from civil liability for prosecutorial functions.
Furthermore, West Virginia agency law recognizes that when a person is directed to act on
behalf of another, that person is recognized as acting in the capacity of an agent. The principal
therefore takes on the liability for what the agent doses to the point where it can be said that the
agent and principal are acting with the same authority. Acting as an agent, the agent is able to
conduct himself with all ofthe powers and immunities that the principal is permitted by law to act
under.
In the instant case, Harris maintains that Petitioner Parsons was recording their
conversations at the behest of the Prosecutor's office. His actions were done solely to benefit the
prosecution ofHarris, as Petitioner Parsons was not compensated for his actions. In fact, Petitioner
was being directly instructed by Shaffer and Cook, who secured the search warrant that allowed
Petitioner Parsons to carry out his actions. Petitioner Parsons was imbued by Shaffer and Cook
with the authority of the Prosecutor's office and, thus, was acting with the authority of an agent of
that office.
Because Petitioner Parsons was acting as such an agent, his actions were binding on the
offices other agents, Cook and Shaffer. Because Shaffer and Cook would be immune from any
actions done by Parsons at their bidding during the incident in question, it follows that Parsons
should also share in that immunity. There is no denying that Shaffer and Cook were acting within
their prosecutorial authority in instructing Parsons to act. Thus, in this instance, Petitioner was
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acting just as much in service to the Office of the Prosecuting Attorney of Harrison County as any
other federal agent conducting activity in furtherance of the prosecution of a criminal.
Accordingly, this Court must reverse the Circuit Court's decision and order that summary
judgment be granted in the Parsons' favor.
STATEMENT REGARDING ORAL ARGUMENT AND DECISION
Petitioner Parsons respectfully requests that this case be set for oral argument under West
Virginia Rule ofAppellate Procedure 19 because it involves assignments of error in the application
of settled law because it involves the absolute prosecutorial immunity provided to prosecuting
attorneys and whether such immunity is also extended to an agent acting under a prosecuting
attorney's control.
ARGUMENT
I.

Standard of Review
This appeal comes from the Circuit Court of Marshall County, West Virginia's denial of

the Petitioner's, and Defendant's below, Motion for Summary Judgment. Because the Petitioner
Parsons is claiming immunity from the claims brought against him, the Circuit Court's order is
immediately appealable under the collateral order doctrine. Syl. Pt. 2, Robinson v. Pack, 223 W.
Va. 828, 679 S.E.2d 660 (2009). Such interlocutory orders that are subject to immediate appeal
are reviewed de novo. Jarvis v. W Va. State Police, 227 W. Va. 472,476, 711 S.E.2d 542, 546
(2010).

II.

The Circuit Court erred in denying the Parsons' motion for summary judgment
because Parsons is protected by absolute immunity, as all ofthe allegations against
him arise out of actions taken as an agent of Harrison County Prosecuting
Attorneys who were acting in their prosecutorial capacity.
The Circuit Court's decision to deny Petitioner Parsons' motion was incorrect for several

reasons. First, the Circuit Court did not take into account relevant agency law in the State of West
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Virginia. The Circuit Court found that "the allegations against Defendant Parsons by Mr. Harris
are not that he was acting as an agent of any entity but rather in was acting in his individual
capacity." App. 425 (Order at

~

27). However, this is both legally and factually incorrect. All

actions undertaken by Petitioner Parsons in relation to this matter were done as an agent of the
Prosecutor's office. Petitioner Parsons was told what to do, where to be, and how to act by Shaffer
and Cook. There can be no question that Petitioner Parsons had been imbued with the authority of
the Office of the Prosecuting Attorney of Harrison County.
Second, the Circuit Court failed to recognize that Petitioner Parsons' actions were protected
by the absolute immunity provided to prosecutorial functions. The Circuit Court held that "[t]he
conduct of Defendant Parsons was not that ofa prosecutorial function. He was not an employee of
the Harrison County Prosecutor's Office and had no formal agreement in place with them." Id.
Once again, this is legally and factually untrue. Petitioner's conduct fit within the established
prosecutorial function of initiating prosecution. Furthermore, Petitioner Parsons and the
Prosecutor's Office did not require a formal agreement to be considered acting in an agent
principal relationship.

A. Prosecutors enjoy absolute immunity that cannot be overcome even of a
showing ofmalice or other wrongdoing so long as the prosecutor acts in their
role as all advocate for the state.
Petitioner Parsons' argument is dependent on this Court finding that the co-Petitioners,
Shaffer and Cook, were protected in this action by absolute prosecutorial immunity. Therefore,
Petitioner Parsons agrees with and incorporates, by reference, all case law and authority cited and
analyzed in the Appellate Brief of Cook and Shaffer. For the purposes of argument, Petitioner
Parsons maintains that Cook's and Shaffer's immunity are established by a multitude of cases in
both the United States Supreme Court and this Court.
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In particular, Petitioner Parsons is in agreement with Cook and Shaffer in their reliance on

Imbler. Imbler v. Pachtman, 424 U.S. 409, 431 (1976). The Imbler Court stated, in no uncertain
terms, that "in initiating a prosecution and in preparing the State's case the prosecutor is immune
from a civil suit for damages under § 1983." Id. This includes immunity for prosecutorial functions
"such as initiating and pursuing a criminal prosecution, presenting a case at trial, and other conduct
that is intricately associated with the judicial process." Id. This immunity has been established as
"absolute" immunity. Id. at 427. This "judicial phase" protected by immunity encompasses the
prosecutor's decision "of whether to present a case to a grand jury, whether to file an information,
whether and when to prosecute, whether to dismiss an indictment against particular defendants,
which witnesses to call, and what other evidence to present." Id. at 431 n. 33; see also Mooney v.

Frazier, 225 W. Va. 358, 370, 693 S.E.2d 333, 345 n.12 (2010) (quoting Franklin D. Cleckley, et
aL Litigation Handbook on West Virginia Rules of Civil Procedure, 213 (3d ed. 2008)).
This immunity extends to prosecutors in a variety of actions, including when a prosecutor
is alleged to have withheld exculpatory evidence or allegedly conspires with others to bring false
charges against an accused. See Reasonover v. Sf. Louis Cty., Mo., 447 F.3d 569, 580 (8th Cir.

2006); Cousin v. Small, 325 F.3d 627, 635 (5th Cir. 2003); Harrell v. City ofNew York, 161 F.
Supp. 3d 180, 186 (E.D.N.Y. 2016); see also Ashe/man v. Pope, 793 F.2d 1072 (9th Cir. 1986);

Rehberg v. Paulk, 611 F.3d 828, 854 (lIth Cir. 2010); Lux v. Virginia, 484 S.E.2d 145, 150 (Va.
Cl. App. 1997).
In sum, Petitioner Parsons relies on and adopts the same case law cited by co-petitioners
Cook and Shaffer in their brief to this Court. Such law is just and, to the extent applicable to all
parties, establishes all actions by Cook and Shaffer to be protected by immunity in this instant
case. Therefore, as detailed in the following section, this Court would be correct in finding that the
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Circuit Court erred in holding that no party was acting under the protection of complete
prosecutorial immunity.

B. An individual is considered all agent of a principal when acting under the
direction ofor at the behest oftit e principal and, thus, acts with all authority
and immunities ullder which tlte principal itseifwould act.
This Court, along with a multitude of extrajudicial authority, has recognized that an agent
shares the legal clout of its principal when acting under the principal's authority. "When a person
or entity is authorized and directed to act on behalf of another, that person or entity is generally
recognized as acting in the capacity of an agent." State ex reI. Clark v. Blue Cross Blue Shield of

W Virginia, Inc., 203 W. Va. 690, 714, 510 S.E.2d 764, 788 (1998). The principal therefore takes
on the liability for what the agent does to the point where it can be said that the agent and principal
are acting with the same authority. See Syi. Pt. 4, Clint Hurt & Associates, Inc. v. Rare Earth

Energy, Inc., 198 W. Va. 320, 322, 480 S.E.2d 529, 531 (1996) ("One who by his acts or conduct
has permitted another to act apparently or ostensibly as his agent, to the injury of a third person
who has dealt with the apparent or ostensible agent in good faith and in the existence of reasonable
prudence, is estopped to deny the agency relationship.").
While West Virginia law has not spoken extensively on the subject, this Court has
previously stated that "[t]he powers of an agent are to be exercised for the benefit of his principal
only[.]" Syi. Pt. 4, Rohrbough v.

u.s. Exp. Co., 50 W. Va. 148,40 S.E. 398 (1901). Importantly,

agency does not need to be established by an express contract of employment. See General Elec.

Credit Corp. v. Fields, 148 W.Va. 176,181,133 S.E.2d 780, 783 (1963) ("Proof of an express
contract ofagency it not essential to the establishment ofthe relation. It may be inferred from facts
and circumstances, including conduct."). Indeed, "[o]ne of the essential elements of an agency
relationship is the existence of some degree of control by the principal over the conduct and
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activities of the agent." Syl. Pt. 2, Thomson v. McGinnis, 195 W.Va. 465, 465 S.E.2d 922 (1995).
An actual contract ofemployment is not required to establish an agency relationship. An individual
must merely have his actions controlled by the principal to be considered an agent of such
principal. See Cole v. Fairchild, 198 W. Va. 736, 746,482 S.E.2d 913, 923 (1996) ("In a broader
sense, agency means a fiduciary relation[ship] which results from the manifestation of consent by
one person to another that the other shall act on his behalf and subject to his control, and consent
by the other so to act.").
When an agent is acting under the control of principal, the principal is liable for the agent's
actions even ifthe agent is not technically operating under any formal agreement. Timberline Four
Seasons Resort Mgmt. Co. v. Her/an, 223 W. Va. 730, 737-38, 679 S.E.2d 329, 336-37 (2009).

In Herlan, a resort's former employee, who was also a real estate broker, operated her real estate
business out of property owned by the resort while she was still employed by the resort. !d. at 733,
679 S.E.2d at 332. Eventually, the resort terminated relations with the former employee. Id. at 734,
679 S.E.2d at 333. Upon the former employee's departure, she hired a computer technician to
remove records from her computer that the resort claimed were vital to its own real estate division.
[d.
A central issue of the case was whether an agency relationship existed between the former

employee's real estate business and the resort. Id. at 735, 679 S.E.2d at 334. If an agency
relationship was present, then the former employee would have breached her duty ofloyalty as an
agent by deleting the resort's files from her computer. !d. at 738-39, 679 S.E.2d at 337-38. The
Court first noted that a central issue to establishing this agency relationship was whether the resort
"retained some degree of control over the manner in which the [former employee's real estate
business] performed her obligations." Id. at 736,679 S.E.2d at 335.
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The lower court had previously held that no agency relationship had existed between the
parties. ld. It came to this conclusion due to the fact that the fomler employee's employment
contract with the resort had expired at the time of her termination, the resort gave her no exclusive
real estate listings, and the resort never received a percentage of her business.ld. Furthermore, the
resort had no authority over her real estate company's business accounts nor any interest in the
trust accounts held by the former employee as a licensed real estate broker. ld. Finally, the resort
was not an actual party to any rental management contracts executed by the fomler employee. Id.
However, despite these truthful reasons cited by the lower cou11, this Court still found that
an agency relationship was present. Id. First and foremost, the resort controlled the operating
checking account for the real estate business and also had its general manager review the
expenditure reports "not in a formal way." Jd. Second, the resort paid all of the taxes for the real
estate business and all of the employees who worked for the real estate business also were
employed by the resort. Jd. at 737, 679 S.E.2d at 336. For these reasons, the Court found that the
former employee's real estate company did not act independently of the resort and, thus, an agency
relationship existed between the two. Jd. at 738, 679 S.E.2d at 337.
This Court has also held that an agent is imbued with the legal authority of the principal
when acting within his scope as an agent. Fairchild, 198 W. Va. at 745--46,482 S.E.2d at 922-23.
In Fairchild, a six year old was killed in a motorcycle accident after his neighbor had invited him
to go motorcycle riding in a field with high grass. Id. at 740--41, 482 S.E.2d at 917-18. A question
arose during the case of whether the neighbor's negligence could be imputed via agency
relationship to the neighbor's father, who was an owner in the gated community were the field was
located. Id. at 745, 482 S.E.2d at 922. The neighbor's father had given the neighbor a gate card to
enter the property so that the neighbor would always have access to his parent's house. ld. The

II

lower court held that no agency relationship existed because the neighbor was on the property as
a social guest and his actions were not being controlled by his father at the time the accident
occurred. Id.
This Court agreed with the lower cowt in stating that no agency relationship existed
because the neighbor "was not using the rights of his father to accomplish some other business
purpose on behalf of his father[.]" Id. The neighbor was an emancipated-adult child who was not
being "controlled" by his father or acting his father's behalf. Id. at 748--49, 482 S.E.2d at 925-26.
However, in its holding, this Court clearly implies that the father would have been liable for the
actions undertaken by his son in the field if the son was acting in accordance with his father's
wishes to allow the six year old to ride motorcycles on the property. If this were the case and an
agency relationship was established, then the father would have been liable for the consequences
of his son exercising the father's legal right to allow people onto his property. The son, in that
instance, would have been given all legal powers and authorities of his father in inviting guests
onto the property had the facts allowed for a clear agency relationship between the two.
Other jurisdictions have clearly held that an agent of a public body that is immune from
legal action shares this immunity with its principal. Enter. Mgmt. Consultants, Inc. v. State ex rei.
Oklahoma Tax Comm'n, 1988 OK 91, 768 P.2d 359, 363. In Enter. Mgmt. Consultants, a

corporation conducted bingo games and food concessions on tribal lands, which was governed by
business leasing agreements between the local Indian Tribe and the corporation. Id. at 360.
Following an audit of the corporation's records, state and city sales taxes were assessed on
unreported sales. Id. at 360. The corporation timely protested this assessment under the argument
that they were an agent of the Tribe and were thus entitled to the Oklahoma Sales Tax Code's
exemption for sales by an Indian Tribe. Id. The administrative law judge held that the corporation
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was not the Tribe's agent because the tribe lacked control over the corporation, the corporation
held itself out as operator of the bingo games, and the Tribe received only a small portion of the
bingo profits. Id.
The Oklahoma Supreme Court noted, similarly to the West Virginia Supreme Court, that
"[a] central factor in determining the existence ofan agency relationship is a right of control vested
in the principal." Id. at 362 n. 13. The Court then held that the corporation was not an agent of the
Indian Tribe because the corporation failed to meet its burden of proving that the Indian Tribe
exerted some control over the corporation. Id. 362. Instead, the corporation focused on the business
lease agreements between itself and the Indian Tribe, which did "not establish that the essential
characteristics of an agency relationship were present." Id. at 362-63. However, if an agency
relationship were to have existed between the two entities, the court made it clear that the
corporation would have shared in the Indian Tribe's immunity from liability for the collection and
remittance of the sales tax revenue. Id. at 364; see also Ludolph v. Bechtel Assocs. Profl Corp.•
D.C., 542 F. Supp. 630, 631 (D.D.C. 1982) (holding that that Washington Metropolitan Area

Transit Authority had an agency relationship with the firm it hired to monitor safety at a subway
station construction site and, therefore, the firm shared the transit authority'S immunity as its
agent.).
In sum, an agency relationship is not established by formal agreements or contracts, but
rather by the amount of control that a principal exerts over its agent. When a principal controls the
actions of the agent and the agent acts within the scope of such control, the actions of the agent
bind the principal. Logic therefore dictates that any legal protection or immunity had by the
principal is shared with the agent that is acting in the principal's shoes.
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C. As tile record clearly demonstrates, Petitioner was acting as an agent of tile

Office of tile Prosecuting Attorney of Harrison County, and entitled to all
immunities that came with it, while tile engaging in prosecutorial functions
at tile bell est ofSIIaffer and Cook.
The record in this case clearly demonstrates that Cook and Shaffer were acting in their role
as advocates and were thus entitled to absolute immunity. Furthermore, the record here also shows
that Parsons was acting, at all times, under the direction and control of the Prosecutor's office and
is protected by its immunity as imbued to him via their agency relationship. Therefore, even
ignoring the fact that nothing in the record supports the allegations levied against Parsons by Harris
in the Complaint, the claims against Parsons fall flat because they are dispelled by the immunity
granted to Parsons by Shaffer and Cook who were acting as advocates regarding the prosecution
of Harris.

i.

Cook alld Shaffer are entitled to absolute immunity in this
proceeding because tltey were actillg withi" tlteir role as advocates
for tire Office oftire Prosecuting Attorney ofHarrison County and
tlley did not exceed tlris role at the gralldjury proceeding.

As in the relevant preceding section, Petitioner Parsons wholeheartedly agrees with coPetitioners Cook and Shaffer in their argument that they are protected by absolute prosecutorial
immunity in these matters. To the extent applicable, Petitioner Parsons adopts and incorporates all
arguments made by Cook and Shaffer in their Appellate Brief regarding their entitlement to
absolute prosecutorial immunity. At all times during the underlying events of this case, Shaffer
and Cook were acting in their roles as advocates for the state in pursuing the prosecution of Harris.
In accordance with the co-Petitioners' argument, it matters not if Cook and Shaffer were
presenting evidence to the grand jury that they knew was untruthful. 2 The Court in Imbler states
that "prosecutor's knowledge of a witness' falsehoods, the materiality of evidence not revealed to

2 Parsons, to the extent allowable, here further reasserts that no information presented to the Grand Jury was false, but
adopts this position along with Shaffer and Cook for the sake of argument.
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the defense ... are typical of issues with which judges struggle in actions for post-trial relief,
sometimes to differing conclusions." Imbler, 424 U.S. at 425.
Petitioner Parsons further agrees with and adopts co-Petitioners' argument that Cook
appeared before the grand jury as an advocate of the state and not as a victim. A prosecuting
attorney is statutorily required to "attend(ing] to the business of the county in which he is elected
and qualified ...." W. Va. Code § 7-4-1 (1971). Therefore, Cook had appeared in her official
capacity as a prosecuting attorney representing the Prosecutor's office and not as an individual. As
co-Petitioners' point out, the distinction to be made is whether Cook's interest in appearing was
"public or personal." State v. Pennington, 179 W. Va. 139, 147,365 S.E.2d 803, 811 (1987). Here,
Cook's interest was purely within the allowable public realm.
Furthennore, as co-Petitioners note, Harris would not have a basis for his claims even if
Cook's appearance did create a conflict of interest. See Guttman v. Khalsa, 446 F.3d 1027, ] 033
(lOth Cir. 2006) (citing Mireles v. Waco, 502 U.S. 9 (1991»); Brummett v. Camble, 946 F.2d 1178
(5th Cir. 1991); Blanton v. Barrick, 258 N.W.2d 306 (Iowa 1977). Cook appearing as a victim of
the indictment is not enough to carry the day for Harris.
In sum, Petitioner Parsons' argument hinges on the fact that Cook and Shaffer acted with
absolute prosecutorial immunity in this matter. As outlined above and explained more fully in the
co-Petitioners' brief, both Shaffer and Cook were acting squarely within their roles as advocates
of the state and representatives of the Prosecutor's office. Even Harris' untrue allegations that
Cook and Shaffer were suppressing evidence or bringing forth false accusations would not be
enough to require this Court to conclude that Cook and Shaffer were not immune in these
proceedings. Therefore, Petitioner Parsons once again reasserts the co-Petitioners' arguments and
contends that Cook and Shaffer were acting with absolute immunity in their actions towards Harris.
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ii.

Petitioner Parsons is entitled to sllare in SIlaffer's and Cook's
absolute proseclitorial immunity because Petitioner Parsons was
acting as all agellt u1lder the sole control and direction of tile
Office o/tlle Prosecutillg Attomey ofHarrison County.

In the case at hand, the record clearly indicates that Parsons was acting as an agent of the '
Prosecutor's office via Cook and Shaffer, whose absolute immunity has been established in the
preceding section. The Circuit Court found that "[t]he conduct of Defendant Parsons was not that
ofa prosecutorial function" because "he was not an employee of the Harrison County Prosecutor's
Office and had no fonnal agreement in place with them." App. 425 (Order at, 27). Furthermore,
the Court reasoned that Petitioner Parsons was not an agent because "the allegations against
Defendant Parsons by Mr. Harris are not that he was acting as an agent of any entity but rather that
he was acting in his individual capacity." Jd. These holdings, and the reasoning behind them, are
factually incorrect.
First, the Circuit Court was incorrect in its reasoning that a formal agreement or an
employment contract is necessary to establish an agency relationship between Parsons and the
Prosecutor's office. As this Court stated previously, "[p]roof of an express contract of agency it
not essential to the establishment of the relation. It may be inferred from facts and circumstances,
including conduct." Fields, 148 W.Va. at 181, 133 S.E.2d at 783. Therefore, it is necessary to
focus on the conduct of the parties in this case and not on fonnal agreements between the parties.
The relevant question to establish an agency relationship is how much control the Prosecutor's
office had over Parsons' actions in this underlying matter. Herlan, 223 W. Va. at 737-38, 679
S.E.2d at 336--37.
In Herlan, this Court found that the resort exerted sufficient control of the conduct of the
real estate company because the resort controlled the operating checking account for the real estate
company, the resort's general manager would review the expenditure reports, the resort paid all of
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the taxes for the real estate business, and all of the employees who worked for the real estate
business also were employed by the resort. !d. at 738, 679 S.E.2d at 337. In comparing the facts
of this case to the facts of Herlan, there is no doubt that the conduct of the Prosecutor's office
towards Parsons established complete control of Parsons' actions. In Herlan, the resort at least had
no benefit from the real estate contracts entered into by the real estate company and the resort had
no interest the real estate company's business accounts nor any interest in the trust accounts held
by the former employee as a licensed real estate broker. Id. at 736, 679 S.E.2d at 335. Here, every
action that Parsons' took in this case was only with the consent of the Prosecutor's office.
In the case at hand, all acts undertaken by Parsons were carried out at the behest of Shaffer
and Cook. It was Shaffer's and Cook's plan for Parsons to record conversations with Harris. App.
206 (Affidavit page 3). It was Shaffer and Cook who would be using the evidence gathered from
Parsons to prosecute Harris in their role as advocates for the State of West Virginia. Id. If Shaffer
and Cook did not want to record conversations with Harris, no conversations would have been
recorded. Shaffer and Cook, in their sole discretion as prosecutors of the Harrison County
Prosecuting Attorney's Office, could have chosen to ignore Parsons' testimony and subsequent
evidence in its entirety. However, as this record has established, Shaffer and Cook did use the
acquired testimony and it was their most important piece of evidence for prosecuting Harris.
Parsons' role in this matter was solely contingent upon the whims of the Prosecutor's office, and
thus an agency relationship existed between the two as a result of this control.
Furthermore, as an agent of the Prosecutor's office, Parsons shares in the absolute
prosecutorial immunity that benefits both Shaffer and Cook. This Court has already held that an
agent takes on the legal rights of his principal, which would also presumably include that
principal's legal protections. Fairchild, 198 W. Va. at 745-46, 482 S.E.2d at 922-23. In Fairchild,
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this Court held that the neighbor's father would be held liable for the acts of the son if an agency
relationship was established because the son would have been exercising the father's legal right to
allow visitors onto his property. /d. Here, similar to the neighbor's father's legal right to allow
visitors onto his property, the Prosecutor's office enjoys absolute immunity when it is acting in the
role of an advocate. As further established by the Oklahoma Supreme Court's holding in Enter.
Mgmt. Consultants, Inc., Parsons is able to take on the legal right of absolute immunity that he is

imbued with by acting under the control of the Prosecutor's office.
In sum, the immunity that should be enjoyed by Shaffer and Cook should also be enjoyed
by Parsons. Because Parsons was acting as an agent, Parsons's actions were binding on the office's
other agents, Shaffer and Cook, as weB as on the office itself. Syl. Pt. 4, Clint Hurt & Associates,
Inc., 198 W. Va. at 322, 480 S.E.2d at 531. Because Shaffer and Cook are immune in this instance,

Parsons, acting as an agent, should also share in that immunity. To hold that the principal is subject
to immunity while the agent is not, even though all of the agent's actions were directed by the
principal, would run in contravention to the law and public policy established by this Court.
iiL

It makes 110 difference if Harris alleges Parsons was acting in his
illdividual capacity because tI,e/acts o/the case show that Parsons
was actillg at the behest 0/ his principal, the Prosecutor's office.

The Circuit Court also reasoned that Parsons could not be seen as an agent of the
Prosecutor's office because Harris's allegations were levied against Parsons in his individual
capacity. App. 425 (Order ~ 27). However, in a review of Harris's Complaint, there is nothing
that specifically states that Parsons was acting in his individual capacity aside from the fact that
Harris has alleged some counts against Parsons individually. In fact, Harris alleges several times
that "Defendant Cook, Defendant McCarty and others arranged for Mr. Parsons to secretly record
Mr. Harris during which time Mr. Harris repeatedly stated that he wanted nothing illegal done."
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App. 3 (Compi. ~ 92). Reading this allegation, it appears that Harris himself even admits that
Parsons was acting at the behest of the Prosecuting Attorney of Harrison County.
Even setting aside language of Harris's Complaint, the Circuit Court's reasoning was
flawed because it misapplies the standard ofreview for summary judgment. Rule 56(c) ofthe West
Virginia Rules of Civil Procedure allows courts to review "the pleadings, depositions, answer to
interrogatories, and admissions on file, together with affidavits, if any" in evaluating a motion for
summary judgment. Indeed, it is the obligation of the party opposing the motion for summary
judgment to "identify specific facts in the record and articulate the precise manner in which the
evidence supports his claim." Powderidge Unit Owners Association v. Highland Props. Ltd., 196
W. Va. 692, 699, 474 S.E.2d 872, 879 (1996). To only look to the allegations in the pleadings
would be the standard that is applied in evaluating a motion to dismiss, not a motion for summary
judgment. Forshey v. Jackson, 222 W. Va. 743, 747,671 S.E.2d 748, 752 (2008) ("[o]nly matters
contained in the pleading can be considered on a motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b) R.C.P.")
(citations omitted).
In the case at hand, the Circuit Court held that Harris's allegations that Parsons was acting
in an individual capacity supported his contention that Parsons was not acting as an agent of the
Prosecutor's office. However, this does not meet the burden under the summary judgment standard
because Harris has brought forth merely an allegation and not an actual fact. The purpose of
summary judgment is to go beyond the "four corners" of Harris's Complaint and grant judgment
based on the facts of the case. Harris had a duty to bring forth a factual contention and all he was
able to bring forth was an allegation.
As stated in other sections of this brief, the facts clearly show that Parsons was acting at
the behest and under the control of Cook and Shaffer. At the summary judgment stage of the
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proceeding, Harris is not able to dismiss these facts with the allegations contained within his
Complaint. The Circuit Court was incorrect in holding that Harris's allegations alone, without
other factual support, are enough to establish that Parsons was acting in his individual capacity
when the facts clearly show that Parsons was acting as an agent of the Prosecutor's office. The
Circuit Court erred in applying the wrong standard to further dismiss the true and lawful fact that
Parsons was acting as an agent of the Prosecutor's office.

iv.

Public policy favors absolute immunity for individuals acting as
informants under tile control of a prosecuting attorney because
such immunity would lead to prosecutors being able to carry out
their fUllctiolls more efficielltly.

The United States Supreme Court has articulated the following regarding absolute
prosecutorial immunity:
The office of public prosecutor is one which must be administered with courage
and independence. Yet how can this be if the prosecutor is made subject to suit by
those whom he accuses and fails to convict? To allow this would open the way for
unlimited harassment and embarrassment of the most conscientious officials by
those who would profit thereby. There would be involved in every case the possible
consequences ofa failure to obtain a conviction. There would always be a question
of possible civil action in case the prosecutor saw fit to move dismissal of the case.
. . . The apprehension of such consequences would tend toward great uneasiness
and toward weakening the fearless and impartial policy which should characterize
the administration ofthis office. The work ofthe prosecutor would thus be impeded,
and we would have moved away from the desired objective of stricter a fairer law
enforcement.

Imbler, 424 U.S. at 423-24. Therefore, it can be said that the purpose of absolute prosecutorial
immunity is not only to protect the prosecutor, but also to avoid impeding the prosecutor's work.
In cases such as this, where prosecutors command an informant to gather evidence
undercover, it is imperative that their immunity extend to the informant. Prosecutors heavily rely
on informants to gather evidence that the prosecutor or police would not normally be able acquire
on their own. The use of confidential infom1ants and those acting in that role is imperative for a
prosecutor to carry out the duties of his job.
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It must be kept in mind that Parsons originally reached out to Cook on his own volition to
inform her that he had been in contact with Harris. App. 206 (Affidavit page 3). He submitted
himself to the control of the Prosecutor's office. It would provide a chilling effect upon all others
like him if he could still be sued for attempting to provide valuable information to prosecutor to
assist in prosecution. It would be against public policy to consider 'the prosecutors immune, but
their tools still open to suit, especially when a prosecutor heavily relies on such tools. Many
witnesses and willing informants would withhold information crucial to prosecution if they
believed that they would be under no legal protection if the subject were to bring a civil suit after
the investigation. This would create an unwanted stigma that would result in public noncompliance
with the police and prosecutor. To prevent this undesirable outcome, this Court should find that
the Circuit Court erred in holding that a person acting as Parsons has acted here is not under the
protection of absolute prosecutorial immunity.
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, Petitioner respectfully requests that this Court reverse the
decision ofthe Circuit Court ofMarshall County, West Virginia, and order that summary judgment
in favor of the Petitioner be granted.
Respectfully submitted this
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